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“Mystery Radio Signals May Cause Illness.”
 

https://justpaste.it/StreetLightInterferenceSyndromeE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhGSClx8rXU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhGSClx8rXU


""[Riley Crabb: In March 1978 there was a spate of news items about strong ELF wave
broadcasts from Russia, coming over the polar area into Canada and the United States;
and then, as Bob Beck says, there was a total news blackout and there were denials by
the FCC, the Environmental Protection Agency, etc. Totally predictable, right? And he

had a tape recording of the signals to play for the Conference audience. Then from the
screen, he reads the slide copy of a newspaper headline.]

Bob Beck’s “Foundation” (4 of 6) | Journal of Borderland Research
http://journal.borderlands.com/2010/bob-becks-foundation-4-of-6/

Adapted from a tape recording of a 35mm slide presentation by Bob Beck at The 1978
United States Psychotronic Association Conference in Atlanta, GA;

 
"

Could they be having one frequency which they want to work with and the others are
just to mislead us?” (asks an audience member)

“Yes,” replies Dr. Beck.
They have phantom frequencies. They are reconstructing heterodynes. Let me tell you
why we’re getting it and they are not: We are on a 60 Hertz power grid. They are on a 50
Hertz power grid. Get that? That’s why they’re immune. Every civilized industrial center

in America is a potential reradiating weapon of this Psychotronic ELF Field. In other
words, why should they build antennas, re-radiating systems, when all of us have 110
volt systems in our homes; and we are also served with gas pipes, miles and miles of

conductors, cold water pipes, etc.
“Is there a quick explanation of why 60 cycles will pick it up instead of 50?”

Right. It’s a harmonic – (Dr. Beck turns on his recording of the audio pan of the Russian
broadcast) – at 5.340 Megahertz. The growl was because we have a voltage control —

or rather the VFO on the receiver. That was at 5.340 megahertz and we were listening to
— in other words, since you cannot hear the fundamental (the actual ELF wave) we

have the local oscillator on the super heterodyne receiver running. It is a global
problem. Incidentally, for the engineers again, the attenuation rate of this signal is only
about three tenths of a decibel to eight tenths of a db for a million meters. That means

that this signal will go around the earth 4-1/2 times before it is down a half of its original
value. Nikola Tesla was right. With some of these frequencies you can excite the earth

Ionosphere cavity, as though it is a huge bell, and ring it!
In other words, the Russians have a thing here which cannot be stopped. It’s practically

not attenuatable by anything that we are familiar with in physics.
"
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American Psychotronics Victim
seeks others for symptom comparisons

Sheila Epstein sends this message for other victims of Psychotronics:

Victims of Mind Control:

I am extremely concerned about "similar illnesses" affecting victims of Mind
Control experimentation.

We are constantly being exposed to large (unnatural) amounts of pulsed RF and
EM which has to have a negative impact on our body systems. I suspect these

illnesses are the cumulative result of years of exposure.
The following illnesses are mentioned most frequently:

a. Pernicious anemia
b. Thyroid diseases
c. Leukopenia (low white blood cell count)
d. Neurological problems (MS like symptoms)

Anyone displaying any of the above or other related illnesses please contact me
at

============================================================
============

"
"Maurice Fernandez

East Indian Canadian Remote Psychotronics Victim

Maurice Fernandez is extremely bitter about what is happening to him in
Canada, where he has immigrated. He had his story up at his web site, which is
temporarily down. He says he's the brunt of provocateurs backing up remotely



beamed mind torture; that's the same thing that's happening to most other
psychotronics victims.

Maurice Fernandez's new E-mail as of 11-98 is _________________
http://www.lambros.name/profreedom/survivors_links.html

 
(find the contact infos on this link :) 

http://www.lambros.name/profreedom/survivors_links.html
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Brainwave Frequencies - These are frequencies associated with various mental states. Using brainwave
entrainment , you can coax your brainwaves to a certain frequency, and in doing so, achieve the mental
state associated with that frequency.

"Healing" Frequencies - These are frequencies that various parties claim could be used to heal illnesses
of different kinds, or stimulate some region of the body (chakras). The medium used to do this varies -
some of these parties used devices that generated EM fields which were applied to a precise part of the
body, while others used vibration and sound. (I don't have any experience with using EM fields - most of
my personal toying about with this stuff uses a sound medium.)

Natural Phenomena Frequencies - This includes natural frequencies that occur in nature [Schumann's
Resonance, for instance], as well as sound tones calculated from the revolution/orbit of the various
planets. The sources of these frequencies claimed that they could affect humans in a variety of ways.

 
http://www.lunarsight.com/freq.htm 
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E.L.F. INFESTED SPACES 
PRELIMINARY RESEARCH REPORT 

ELF Magnetic Fields and EEG Entrainment
Edited March 10, 1978

Robert C. Beck
http://www.elfis.net/elfol8/e8elfeeg2.htm
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Is this & the above, in any way, connected ? 
STREET LIGHT INTERFERENCE SYNDROME

 
http://www.profilingtheunexplained.com/psychics_mediums/sliders.html

Profiling The Unexplained - Unexplained Mysteries & Paranormal Phenomenon
- Street Light Interferenc

www.profilingtheunexplained.com 
Have you ever noticed that whenever a certain person is near electronic

devices, that they seem to go out or malfunction?
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